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A policy guide is a collection of documents that define an organization's rules, policies, and procedures and help staff and management run the business. Policy manuals can be offline, paper documents, and/or virtual documents, which are stored electronically. There are company-wide, department-oriented and role-specific policies.
Policy topics include: human resources finance sales administration legal information technology A policy document provides a policy overview, a description of the employees affected by the policy, the benefits or expected outcome of the policy, the consequences of not following the policy and the creation date of the policy. The
existence of well-written, standardized policies will save management time and help ensure employees across the company are treated fairly, which can improve morale and reduce legal risks. In addition, business policy guides respond to and support business strategies and values. A policy handbook, led by someone in the human
resources department, is often part of a new employee orientation program. Many companies require new employees to sign a document confirming that they have read company policies and will adhere to company policies. Ongoing policy reminders, new policy introduction and continuous strengthening of policies are usually handled by
department management. These activities can be performed in one-on-one meetings, team meetings and/or by using email or other electronic communication channels. Sand car engine image by Clarence Alford from Fotolia.com Prior to 1938, all vehicles were manual transmission. Transmissions are required to transfer the engine
power to the drive shaft or half axles and to propel the vehicle. Manual transmissions are divided into two basic types: sliding equipment and constant mesh. While these two are most often used, before the introduction of automatic transmissions, the car manufacturers created other types of hand transmissions. Sliding wheel
transmissions can only be found on older model cars. When the transmission is in neutral, the only things moving within the transmission case are the main drive gear and cluster gear. To control the power to the drive wheels (front or rear), the clutch pedal must be pressed so that the shifter handle can be moved. Moving the shifter
handle changes the position of the shift link and forks and slides a gear along the mainshaft directly above the cluster gear. Once these two gears are meshed, the clutch can be To change gears again, drivers need to switch current gear before synpulsing two new gears. With this type of transmission, not all gears have the same
diameters and dental numbers. The different diameters cause the gears to rotate at different speeds and this can lead to gear clash. This issue is one of the main reasons why this type is no longer used. Also known Synchronized transmissions, constant-mesh transmissions keep the drive device, cluster gear and mainshaft gears in
constant motion. This is possible because the gears are free to rotate around the mainshaft (these are locked in place on a sliding gearbox). A dog clutch is used to lock these gears in place when they are needed. When the gear link moves, the teeth lock on the dog clutch and the mainshaft gears on top of each other and keep the gear
quiet. Synchronization machines are used in constant-mesh transmissions to prevent any collision or grinding while shifting. As with all things, manual transmissions went through a series of evolutions and variations as automakers experimented with design. A manual transmission type developed prior to the introduction of automatic
transmissions was called the Wilson Preselector. Introduced in 1930, this transmission uses a planetary gear system to pre-select gear ratios using a small lever on the steering column. To shift, the driver presses down on a foot pedal that calls up one of the pre-selected gears. When this happens, the previous gear is switched off at the
same time that the new gear switches on. Picture: Azarubaika /E+ /Getty Images For the first half of the 20th century, if you were driving a car in the United States, it was with a manual transmission, where you manually changed the gears of a car with a stick shift. The first creations of the modern manual car came from France in the late
18th century. Manual transmission cars were the standard until 1938, when the American automaker General Motors introduced the Hydramatic transmission in their Oldsmobile and Cadillac cars, making the first manufactured automatic transmission. This transmission was also used in other vehicles, including Bentley and Rolls-Royce. A
decade later, GM introduced the Dynaflow transmission in their Buicks.Gearheads have always enjoyed manual transmissions because they give more control over the acceleration of the car and can be (mis)used to burn the car rubber and pull other ill-advised stunts. Over time, manual transmission cars grew less popular, so much so
that by the mid-1980s, just over 20 percent of cars sold in America had manual transmissions. Now it's less than 5 percent of cars sold. But overseas in Europe, manual transmission cars are still favored. So are you one of the few who knows how to drive stick? Then let's see what you have on this quiz! Good luck and we hope you don't
stall If you've never ridden a clutch before, the extra pedal can take some getting used to. The clutch is the farthest pedal to the left of the brake. TRIVIA Manual and Automatic Transmissions Quiz 6 Minutes Quiz 6 Min PERSONALITY Can we guess if you drive a manual or an automatic truck? 6 Minutes Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA True or False:
Manual and Automatic Transmissions Edition 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA You Identify It You'd see on a 50s Drive-In? 7 Minutes Quiz 7 Min TRIVIA you ask these questions about manual and automatic transmissions if we give you a hint? 6 Minutes Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA How much do you know about manual and automatic transmissions?
5 min Quiz 5 min PERSONALITY What all-wheel drive vehicle should you upgrade to? 5 Minutes Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY Rate These car brands and we recommend what car you drive 6 minutes Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA Do you know what is good for your car and what is not? 7 Minute Quiz 7 Min TRIVIA Do you know the reason for these
common Auto Maintenance Services? 7 Minute Quiz 7 Min How Much Do You Know About Dinosaurs? What is an octane rating? And how do you use a good noun? Lucky for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help. Our award-winning website provides reliable, easy-to-understand explanations of how the world works. From fun quizzes
that bring joy to your day, to engaging photography and fascinating lists, HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone. Sometimes we explain how things work, other times, we ask you, but we are always looking in the name of fun! Because learning is fun, so stay with us! Playing quizzes is free! We send trivia questions and
personality tests to your inbox every week. By clicking Sign In you agree to our privacy policy and confirm that you are 13 years of age or older. Copyright © 2021 InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, a System1 Company ^SEER*RSA—Contains Site-Specific Schema Lists which include many coded data item lists such as Tumor Size—clinical, path
and summary; Grade-clinical, path and post therapy; EOD 2018, Summary Phase 2018; and site-specific SSDs. Always check if you're using the latest version. * AJCC TNM 8e ed (3rd print)-for those who use the 3rd edition discount in an attempt to buy a manual needing no update, sorry to burst your bubble... the errata go even on the
3rd edition. As of 08/17/2018, there were 59 errata listed w/ about 54 of them critical or important. So if you bought a 3rd edition manual, you'll still need to update to do just a lot less than older editions. #Solid Tumor Rules-- IMPORTANT NOTE: Cutane Melanoma and Other Sites chapters will not be updated until 2021. So, existing 2007
MPH rules will still only apply to these two site groups, including the use of ambiguous terminology in determining the most specific histology. ^^CTR Guide to Coding Radiation Therapy Tx in STORE- when Guide coding instructions conflict with STORE, the Guide takes precedence per Wilson Apollo RTT. ^^^SinQ first search, if not
found, submit to Ask A SEER Registrar. Created by Lisa A. Pareti, LTR Education Manager Shifting Gears is one of the most satisfying things you do in a car. But All the time. A ropey shifter or a sticky clutch can suck the joy out of driving a manual and borrow borrowing porsche's position that the dual-clutch trannies make them
redundant. To learn the secrets of satisfying shifters, we interviewed the engineers for two of America's largest handfuls, the Dodge Viper and the Ford Mustang Shelby GT350. The ideal shifter has short throws, moderate effort, and a positive, unambiguous feeling. A good clutch feel means satisfactory, progressive weight with linear,
easily modulated engagement. Ford defines the latter through 17 different parameters, including total pedal travel, pedal force, and decoupling point. But the two main puzzle pieces are effort - both the peak and the linearity of the rise - and the modulation journey, or the pedal swing from zero to full engagement. Here's how they put it all
together: Overcenter SpringTo reduce clutch effort, Ford uses a small coil spring built into the pedal lever. Halfway through the journey of the pedal, spring goes overcenter (becomes active) to cut the total effort from about 70 pounds (without a spring) to a maximum of 35 pounds. A clutch effort this light is unusual in a car with 526
horsepower and 429 pound-feet of torque. But Joe Johnson, FCA driveline development engineer, says that, if not carefully calibrated, overcenter feathers can harm linearity. This is especially true when the switching point at which the spring begins to reduce effort is close to the link's engagement point. So the Viper goes without such
help, requiring a stouter 47 pounds of peak effort. ShifterA tight shift linkage limits shifter slop. Our clutch [see below] uses all the sturdy bearings until you reach the handle, says Ford powertrain engineer Jeff Albers. In the vertical part of the switch lever we have a soft insulator to limit vibrations, but it sits in a tight cup with limited travel.
Positive feeling is primarily the responsibility of the detents, spring-loaded dippers that have shallow depressions on the shafts that hold the shift forks in place. We wanted to build that feeling of strength and fall when you choose gear, says Albers. The shape of the detents and their spring forces are crucial for this. Direct InputThe viper's
shifter, on the other hand, is a simple beast. Our powertrain is mounted so far back that the shifter comes straight out of the gearbox and ends exactly where it needs to be, says FCA's Joe Johnson. This makes for the most direct shifter possible, but at the price of the lever vibrate with the viper's large engine. Johnson says he likes the
trade-off. In addition, Johnson tells us that the Viper transmission has no detents. He says: You're actually feeling the synchros entering into the gear side when they slide home. It involves an eighth of an inch of movement in the gearbox and less than half an inch on the shifter ball. Instead of spring-loaded detents, Viper has springs
centering the shift-fork shaft the switch lever in the neutral position. Interaction between the synchronizer and the gear collar involves engagement in every gear. ROY RITCHIE Dual-Plate ClutchBoth the Viper and the GT350 use dual-plate couplings, spun the two powered (or friction) discs to the transmission input shaft. An additional
intermediate plate, actually a second, slimmer flywheel for the friction discs to hold on, nests between the friction discs. Smaller discs have less rotating inertia [see Dual-Mass Flywheel, below], and each plate increases the torque power of the clutch. Motorcycles and F1 cars use six or more powered plates in their clutches, which can be
as small as four inches in diameter. ROY RITCHIE Cushion SpringsEngineers manipulate the width of the coupling contact point with cushion springs. These are wavy steel plates between the friction cushions on the clutch disc. Wavier feathers provide a broader engagement because additional movement is needed to compress them
completely. ROY RITCHIE Dual-Mass FlywheelA dual-mass flywheel uses two rotating plates coupled by a polymer band. Each plate vibrates at a specific frequency, and as they respond to the rpm variations in the crankshaft caused by the engine firing pulses, the flexible clutch absorbs vibrations, reducing shifter wobble. Ford's Albers
says this facilitates shifter movement, as less vibration means his team can remove the coil springs normally used in clutch discs to absorb torque vibrations, shrinking the disc's overall diameter. This also reduces their rotational inertia, which is very important with an engine that revs more than 8000 rpm, says Albers. On the old Boss 302
it was difficult to pull a gear at 7500 rpm because so much inertia was carried by the input axle of the transmission. Lower rotation inertia allows for faster shifts because it reduces the work the synchros need to do to match the speeds of input and output accelerations. The Viper uses an aluminum flywheel-Johnson claims to be the only
factory-installed one in North America-with about a third less rotational inertia than a dual-mass cast iron unit. As of the March 2016 issue, this content is created and maintained by a third party and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may find more information about this and similar content on piano.io
piano.io
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